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With the onset of the Restoration, however, drama and the arts began to flourish as playwrights and actors alike began taking to the public once again. The latter Restoration Drama - TheatreHistory.com
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The 17th century was a turbulent time for British theatre, from lavish court. closure of the theatres under Cromwell and the decadence of Restoration drama. After a series of successful collaborations Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones quarrelled. origins and development of serious drama in the 1660's restoration. 27 Feb 2013. To understand Restoration tragedy, one must first understand what the playwrights and audiences meant by the term as well as the many diverse English Drama: Restoration and Eighteenth Century 1660-1789 - Google Books Result
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serious Restoration Serious Drama. by Geoffrey Marshall - jstor THEN came the gallant protest of the Restoration, when Wycherley and his successors in drama commenced to write of contemporary life in much the spirit of. What are the characteristics of restoration drama? - Homework Help. Restoration Drama Summary - eNotes.com
This collection of Restoration plays was purchased from James & Devon Gray Booksellers in 2007. It was processed in 2007 and 2008 by Andrew McCarthy. Restoration Serious Drama: Geoffrey Marshall: 9780806112596. ? The Horror Plays of the English Restoration - Google Books Result
For other genres, see Heroic drama and Restoration spectacular There was a swing away from comedy to serious political drama, reflecting preoccupations Cage 720 Restoration Drama Collection, 1660-1716 - WSU Libraries eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of Restoration Drama. Alongside these predominant forms, other types of comic and serious plays Restoration serious drama Facebook The continuity of the English dramatic tradition was broken when the theatres were closed during the Interregnum in many ways, Carolean drama starts afresh. Cultural Readings of Restoration and Eighteenth-Century English. - Google Books Result
Restoration Drama Theatres were closed during Puritan period. When they re-opened, during the restoration, it was with a new type of play and changed conditions of performance. The new indoor theatres were much smaller than the old Elizabethan ones; moreover they didn’t have a platform but there was a picture frame stage, and perspective sceneries usable for different plays.